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Abstract
Performance of Electrostatic precipitators (ESP) depends on the characteristics of the coal used and the
fly ash generated. Fly ash resistivity is one of the vital parameters which significantly influence the
performance and hence the sizing of ESP. Indian coal is generally characterized with high ash content
and high ash resistivity. High resistivity of fly ash results in reduced ESP efficiency and thus forces for
an over sized ESP. So it is of prime importance to reduce the ash resistivity to enhance ESP efficiency.
Also, knowledge of ash resistivity is required at design stage for sizing of the ESP. In this paper we are
discussing our experimental study on ash resistivity measurement, influence of ammonia conditioning
on ash resistivity and optimum ammonia conditioning using resistivity measuring equipment with ash
samples collected from various Indian power plants.
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and controlling of ash resistivity is of utmost
importance in improving ESP efficiency.
The conduction of corona current or charges
through the dust layer is mainly by two
mechanisms namely – surface conduction and
volume conduction.
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of the ash, the flue gas temperature, gas
moisture and the sulphur trioxide present in the
flue gas. In volume conduction, transfer of
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electrode is a disc made of porous carbon. The

Spraying of water into flue gas can increase the

fly ash sample to be tested will be placed in the

surface conductivity of the ash.

bottom electrode. Two sets of resistivity cell are

In our experiment we are using ammonia (NH3)
as the additive. We intend to study the effect of
ammonia on resistivity of fly ash and ultimately
on the collection efficiency of ESP. We also
intend to find out the optimum dosing amount.
Experimental Setup

placed in the test rack. The test rack is kept in
the conditioning chamber. Picoammeter(4) is
used for measuring the current which is
connected to the electrode.
Dew point control system: The dew point
temperature in the resistivity measurement
system is controlled using an oil bath & a

Our experimental setup is a special resistivity

photoelectric sensor. The temperature of the oil

measurement apparatus with provision for

in the oil bath is maintained using the heating

ammonia injection at ppm level. It consists of

coil & temperature control system.

conditioning chamber (1), an air pump (2),
boiler (3), oil tank (5) and ammonia injection
system (6) as shown in Fig.2. The air pump is
connected to the system through rotameter and
the air flow rate can be monitored. Boiler is
filled with de-mineralized water and 500W
heater is used to heat the water and steam
generated flows into the conditioning chamber.
Circulation inside the chamber is maintained by
a recirculation fan. Air temperature inside the
conditioning chamber is measured.
Resistivity Cell: The resistivity cell consists of
parallel plate electrode. The bottom electrode is
made of stainless steel and a thin layer of carbon
is pressed into a shallow recess in the steel
covering the active area dust layer. The top

A small outlet tube is at the end of the
conditioning chamber through which the steam
from the conditioning chamber passes out and
impinges on the reflective surface. If the
chamber has taken enough moisture, the steam
impinges on the reflective surface produces
water vapors and steam generator is switchedoff thereby controlling the moisture content in
the system. By controlling the dew point
temperature, the percentage of moisture in the
chamber is controlled.

Fig.2. Schematic of Resistivity Measurement Equipment with ammonia conditioning system
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Conclusion
Ten fly ash samples have been tested without
ammonia injection and with ammonia injection.
It was observed that there is a considerable
reduction in the resistivity of fly ash in the
temperature range between 120oC and 180oC. It
was also observed that the resistivity has not
shown any further reduction beyond critical
amount of ammonia dosage.
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